
Synchronized Recline with Tilt
Tension 

Chadwick has a synchronized recline

that allows the torso to open up while

reclining. To customize the tension of

the recline, adjust the tension knob. To

decrease the tension, turn the tension

knob clockwise (while seated in the

chair), and turn it counterclockwise to

increase the tension. The underside of

the knob also indicates the instructions

with arrows. 

Seat Height Adjustment

To raise the seat height, remove your

weight from the chair while lifting the

lever on the right side of the chair. To

lower the seat height, lift the lever while

sitting in the chair. 

Forward Tilt 

Chadwick has a built-in forward tilt that

automatically follows and supports the

user in the forward posture for typing.

No adjustment is required. 

Tilt Stop (Option)

The tilt stop is an upright tilt limiter.

When specified, it is the lever on the left

side of the chair. If your chair does not

have a lever on the left side of the chair,

it does not have this feature. The in-

and-out lever design operates with an

audible click, whereby “in” is engaged,

“out” is not engaged.

Spring Loaded Arms

Both fixed and adjustable armpads have a

spring suspension, which provides the user

with armpad softness and flexibility. 

Adjustable Arm Height (Option)

The arm height is adjusted by lifting the arm-

pads upward. No lever is required. Simply

move the arms up in five, 1/2” increments for a

total of 2 1/2”. To lower the arms, lift them to

the highest point and at the highest point pull

up firmly; and they will return to the lowest

point. The arm height adjustment is easy to

maneuver with one hand. 

Adjustable Arm Width (Option)

The armpads have a width adjustment of 1/2”

inward or 1/2” outward for 1” in total adjusta-

bility on each side. A 5/32” Allen wrench is

required to adjust the armpad width.

Adjustable Lumbar (Option)

Chadwick has an adjustable lumbar support, 

if needed. It is secured to the chair with 

magnets for easy installation and a maximum

range of adjustability. 

Separate both halves of the lumbar support

and place them in the desired position on your

chair. Secure the support by putting both

halves together around the back suspension

fabric of the chair.

Adjust the lumbar by sliding the lumbar pad

up and down the back of the chair. 

Chadwick Operating Instructions  ( also available on line at www.knoll.com )

Note: Contains magnets. Consult the Knoll lumbar

support hangtag for more information.
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